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5 Clains. 
1. 

My invention relates to a laundry hanger, and 
more particularly to a laundry hanger of the 
overhead suspended type for use in basements, 
laundry rooms, and attics, for instance. 

Clotheslines strung indoors in basements, laun 
dry rooms and the like are usually low-hanging 
and sagging in character, thus interfering with 
the free and unhindered movement of persons 
about the basement or laundry room through lack 
of Sufficient head room. Moreover, such low 
hanging clotheslines always pose the danger of 
serious accident to persons who may be walking 
about in the dark unaware of their presence. 
While this condition may be eliminated by taking 
down the clothesline following each period of use, 
this is Seldom ever done as a practical matter be 
cause of the considerable inconvenience involved. 

It is an object of my invention, therefore, to 
provide a laundry hanger of the overhead sus 
pended type which, when not in use, may be 
quickly and easily moved from its lowered clothes 
hanging position to a raised inoperative posi 
tion up against the ceiling where it will be out 
of the way. 
Another object of my invention is to provide a 

laundry hanger of the ceiling suspended type 
Which is of simple and sturdy construction and 
Which can be easily mounted in place on the 
ceiling or ceiling rafters. 
A feature of the invention is the provision of 

a Spring-lift arrangement for returning and 
maintaining the hanger in its raised inoperative 
position while permitting the hanger to remain in 
its lowered clothes-hanging position when moved 
to Such position. 

Further objects and advantages of my inven 
tion will appear from the following description of 
Species thereof and from the accompanying draw 
ing in which: 

Fig. 1 is a plan view of a laundry hanger con 
prising my invention; Fig. 2 is a side elevation of 
the hanger; Fig. 3 is a Section on the line 3-3 
of Fig. 1: Figs. 4 and 5 are plan and end views, re 
spectively, of a modified form of laundry hanger 
comprising my invention; Fig. 6 is a section on 
the line 6-6 of Fig. 4; Fig. 7 is a perspective view 
of the locking arrangement for the Support arms 
of the modified hanger shown in Figs. 4-6; Fig. 8 
is a perspective view of the Spring lift arrange 
ment for the hangers shown in Figs. 1-6; and Fig. 
9 is a perspective view of a modified form of spring 
lift arrangement for the hanger of Figs. 1-3. 

Referring to Figs. 1-3, the laundry hanger 
there shown comprises a Spaced pair of horizon 
tally-extending parallel Spreader bars between 
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which a clothesline or wire is strung back and 
forth. The spreader bars 9 are preferably 
formed of metal tubing or pipe of a Suitable size, 
for instance, of 1’’ outside diameter or there 
abouts, and they are preferably provided with 
transverse apertures through which the clothes 
line may be threaded. 
Each spreader bar () is supported from an over 

head support, such as a ceiling or ceiling rafters 
22, by means of a swing mounting comprising a 
set of two or more L-shaped Swing hangers or 
support arms 3 each comprising a horizontally 
extending leg portion 4 and a Swinging leg por 
tion 5. The horizontal leg portions 4 of the 
several hanger or support arms 3 all extend ap 
proximately parallel to one another. In the form 
of the invention shown in Figs. 1-3, the leg por 
tions 4 of each set of Support arms extend in a 
direction transversely of their respective spreader 
bar and preferably in a direction towards the 
leg portions A of the other set of Support arms 
3 for the spreader bar at the opposite end of the 
hanger. The several Support arms 3 are prefer 
ably made of a single piece of metal tubing or 
pipe bent into shape, the tubing or pipe being of 
a suitable size, for instance, of 1' outside diam 
eter or thereaboutS. 
The horizontal leg portions 4 of the Support 

arms 3 are each rotatably supported in a rela 
tively widely spaced pair of inverted U-shaped 
brackets 6, to permit rotation of the Support 
arms about the axes of their said leg portions 4. 
The brackets it, are Suitably fastened, as by 
screws, to the ceiling or to adjacent ceiling rafters 
2, 2, as shown. The outer brackets 6 each have 

beating openings 6 in both their depending arms 
for the leg portions 4 of the support arms 3. 
The inner brackets , however, have bearing 

openings for the support arm leg portions 4 
in only one of their depending arms, i. e., arm 8, 
as shown in Fig. 8. The other depending arms 
9 of the brackets act as end stops against 
which the ends of the support arm leg portions 
it engage to limit novenient of the support arms 
i3 inwardly of the hanger. The Swinging leg por 
tions i 5 of each set of Support arms 3 are piv 
otally connected at their free ends to the respec 
tive spreader bar it, as by bolts 2 for instance, 
in a nanner to perinit pivotal novelinent there 
between about an axis parallel to the axis of ro 
tation of the Support arm leg portions 4. 

he spreader bars and the associated 
clothesline are normally held in an elevated or 
inoperative position more or less up against the 
ceiling or ceiling rafters, as shown in dash dot 
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lines in Fig. 3, by spring iift means 2, Separate 
means 2 preferably being provided for each Sup 
port arm 3. As shown more particularly in Fig. 
8, each spring lift means 2 comprises a tension 
coil spring 22 extending more or less transversely 
of and across one end of the leg portion 4 of 
the associated support arm i3 and acting on the 
support arm in such a manner as to rotate it and 
thus lift the spreader bar f0. Supported...thereby 
whenever the spreader bar is shifted from its low 
ermost or operative position to cause the Support 
arm leg portion 5 to be swung a slight amount to 
one side or the other of its vertical Ol' "dead cen 
ter' position. To produce such overthrow action 
of the spring 22 on the Support.arm, 3, one end 
of the spring is fulcrumed on a fixed Support Or 
hook 23 and its other end connected to the Sup 
port arm in a manner such that the opposite ends 
of the spring are anchored at points located on 
diametrically opposite sides of the axis of rota 
tion of the support arm when the leg portion 5 
thereof is in its vertical or downwardly SVung po 
sition. In this down position of the Support al"In 
then, the force of the tensioned Spring 22 will be 
directed or centered through the axis of rota 
tion of the support arm 3 (i. e., the axis of the 
leg portion 4 thereof) as a result of which the 
support arm will remain in such down or 'dead 
center' position. The fiction in the Support alm 
bearings serves to provide a limited amount of 
variation from the exact 'dead Center' position 
of the Support arm before the Spring 22 will act 
to rotate the said arm. To raise the Spleader bai 

to its elevated position, it is melely necessary 
to shift the bar longitudinally a slight amount So 
as to swing the associated support arms 3 to One 
side or the other of their down or 'dead center' 
position, thus causing the force of the Spring 22 
to be correspondingly shifted and directed to One 
side of the axis of rotation of the aSSociated Sup 
port arm whereby it acts to pivot or SWing the Said 
arm upwardly, carrying the spreader bar up along 
thereWith to its raised Orinoperative position, as 
shown in dash dot lines in Fig. 3. 

In the particular case illustrated, the fixed Sup 
port or hook 23 on which one end of the Spring 
22 is fulcrumed is in the form of an arrin - or lug 
projecting more or less horizontally from the 
outer face of the bracket arm 9 adjacent the up 
per end thereof and substantially aligned verti 
cally with the support arm leg portion 4. The 
said spring hook or lug 23 may be conveniently 
formed by punching it out of the bracket arm 9 
during the fabrication of the bracket fl. Ad 
jacent its free end, the spring hook or lug 23 is 
notched or crimped, as indicated at 24 (Fig. 7), 
to provide a seat within which one end of the 
spring 22 is hooked to thereby lock the Spring in 
place on the hook. The other end of the Spring 
22 is anchored to a more or less L-shaped Spring 
post 25 fastened to and extending from the under 
side of the support aim 3 at a point intermediate 
the two arms 8, 9 of bracket 7. The free end 
26 of the spring post 25 is bent at an angle ap 
proximating 90° so as to extend beyond the brack 
et leg 19. As will be apparent from Fig. 3, the 
spring post 25 is mounted on the Support arm 3 
in a manner such that the plane defined by the 
bent arms of the spring post Substantially coin 
cides with the plane defined by the leg portions 
14, 15 of the support arm. As a result, the bent 
end portion 26 of the spring post 25 will be ver 
tically aligned with and will underlie the spring 
hook 23 When the support arm 3 is in its vertical 
down position, thus insuring that the force of the 
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4. 
spring 22 will be directed through the axis of ro 
tation of the support arm. So as not to rotate the 
arm when it is in the said down position. Like 
the spring hook 23, the spring post 25 is notched 
or crimped adjacent its free end, as indicated at 
27, to provide a seat around which the end of the 
spring 22 is hooked to thereby lock the Spring in 
place on the post. As shown in Fig. 2, the Seat 
24 for the upper end of the Spring. 22-sis-located 
further beyond the bracket leg 9 than the seat 
2 on the spring post 25 whereby the spring 22 
is tilted inwardly in a manner to exert a slight 
inward pull on the Support arm 3 which tends 
to maintain the end of the support arm leg por 

...tion 4. continuously against the leg f 9 of Sup 
port bracket 7. 
The modification illustrated in Figs. 4-7 is sini 

lar to but differs from the form of the invention 
shown in Figs. 1-3 in that the movement of the 
hanger to its elevated or in Operative position is 
effected by a lateral rather than a longitudinal 
shifting of the spreader bars (). In this case, 
the Support arms 3 for each spreader bar 0 are 
mounted with their horizontal leg portions f4 
aligned axially and extending Substantially par 
allel to the spreader bar instead of transversely 
thereof as in Figs. 1-3. While the spreader bars 

in this modification may be secured to their 
respective Supportarins 3 in the same manner as 
before, i.e., by bolts, they may if desired be ro 
tatably mounted thereon instead so as to rotate 
on their own axes during the SWinging movement 
of the support arms. For this purpose, the 
spreader bars 3 may be" Supported in bearing 
hange's 23 fastened to the free ends of the Sup 
port arrin leg portions 5. 
As shown in Fig. 7, Suitable locking means, 23 

are provided for locking the support arms 3 of 
this modification in their downwardly swung posi 
tion, the Said locking means thus serving to pre 
vent the weight of any clothes hanging. On the 
clothesiine from pulling the spreader bars O 
towards. One another whereby the springs 22 
Would tend to Swing the support arms and asso 
ciated Spreader bars upwardly to their raised po 
Sition. The locking means 29 may comprise an 
L-shaped plate Spring 30 mounted on one of the 
Support bracketS f6 for the support arms 3, only 
One Such Spring 39 being necessary for each 
Spreader bar f). One arm 3 of the spring 3) 
is fastened to one of the depending legs of the 
blacket 6 while the other arm 32 extends under 
neath the Said bracket and is laterally locked in 
a notch 33 in the other leg of the bracket. The 
leg 32 of the Spring 30 is provided with an aper 
ture 34 to receive a locking pin 35 projecting 
laterally from the Support arm leg portion 4. 
When the Support arm 3 is swung down to its 
lowered Ol' vertical down position, the end of the 
pin 35 engages and flexes the spring leg 32 until 
the pin comes opposite the aperture 34 whereupon 
the Spring leg 32 Snaps over the pin, thus locking 
the Support arm 3 against further rotation. The 
release of the locking means 29 to permit return 
of the Spreader bar 0 to its raised position is ef. 
fected Simply by deflecting the spring leg 32 down 
Wardly to disengage the pin 35 from the aperture 
3 and then SWinging the spreader bar and asso 
ciated Support arms upwardly while the said 
Spring leg is so deflected. A pull chain or cord 36 
may be attached to the free end of the spring 
leg 32 to enable convenient release of the locking 
means 29. 
The modified arrangement illustrated in Frigs. 

4-5 has the additional advantage over the form 
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of the invention shown in Figs. 1-3 in that the 
lowering or raising of the hanger can be effected 
by the shifting of only one of the spreader bars 

, whereas in the form shown in Figs. 1-3 each 
bar must be moved separately. To accom 
plish this, it is merely necessary to move that 
Spreadex' bar is which, through the clothesline 

interconnecting the two spaced spreader bars, 
Will pull the other spreader bar along therewith. 
Of course, it is necessary in such case for the 
clothesline to be Stretched more or less taut, 
between the two spreader bars. 

Fig. 9 illustrates a modified form of spring lift 
means 3 which Inay be utilized with the for 
of hanger shown in Figs. 1-3 in place of the 
Spring lift E.8ans 2 therein illustrated. The 
modified Spring lift means 3 comprises a ten 
Sion coil Spring 38 extending more or less parallel 
to the Vertical plane of and alongside the co 
Operating spreader bar and connected be 
tween a pair of spring posts 39, 49 extending, re 
spectively, from the spreader bar i and the leg 
portion 5 of support arm 3. The spring posts 
39, 43 are so arranged as to anchor the opposite 
ends of the Spring 38 on opposite sides of the 
pivotal connection (bolt, 2) between the spread 
er bar it aid support arrin 3 when the said bar 
is in its lowered position. As a result, the force 
of the tensioned spring 38 will be directed or 
centered through the said pivotal connection 
and thus will have no tendency to pivotally close 
together tha lowered spreader bar and support 
arri. However, when the spreader bar is 
shifted a slight amount longitudinally from its 
lowered or "dead center' position, the force of 
the Spring will be correspondingly shifted or di 
rected to one side of the pivotal connection be 
tWeen the Spreader bar and Support, ariya as a re 
Suit of which it will act to pivotally close them 
together, thus swinging the spreader bar up to 
and holding it in its raised position. 
Where the spreader bars ), when in their 

raised position up against the ceiling, are out 
of reach of the person desiring to use the hanger, 
a pull cord or chain may be fastened to each 
spreader bar by means of which they may be 
conveniently pulled or swung down to their 
lowered clothes-hanging position. 
The use of support arms 3 formed of a single 

length of metal tubing bent to shape and mount 
ed transversely of the spreader bars as in 
Figs. 1-3, together with the supporting of said 
arms 3 at Widely spaced points therealong in the 
brackets 5, 7, provides an exceptionally sturdy 
and rugged hanger construction which will effec 
tively withstand the Service conditions to which 
it is Subjected. 
"Wha, claim as new and desire to Secure by 

LeiteS patent of the United States is: 
1. A laundry hanger comprising a horizontally 

extending Spreader bar for Supporting a clothes 
line, a plurality of hanger arras fastened to and 
Suspending Said spreader bar from an Overhead 
Support, said arras comprising horizontally ex 
tending civot shaft portions of appreciable length 
and Swing leg pctions extendig transversely of 
and integral With Said horizontal shaft portions 
and pivotally connected adjacent their free ends 
to the spreader bar, and support means mounted 
on said overhead support and Supporting the 
pivot shaft portions of said hanger arms at Wide 
ly spaced points therealong and in parallel rela 
tion for rotation about their respective axes 
Whereby the spreader bar may swing between 
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6 
a lowered Operative position and a raised inop 
erative position. 

2. A laundry hanger comprising a horizontally 
extending spreader bar for Supporting a clothes 
line, and a plurality of hanger arms fastened to 
and suspending said spreader hair from an over 
head Support, said arms each congrising a One 
piece tubular metal member having a longitudi 
nally extending pivot shaft portici of appre 
ciable length and a laterally bent ent leg portion 
pivotally connected adjacent its free end to the 
spreader bar, and support brackets mountsd on 
Said overhead support and supporting the pivot 
shaft portions of said hanger arms at widely 
Spaced points therealong and in parallel rela 
tion for rotation about their respective axes 
whereby the spreader bar may SWing between 
a lowered operative position and a raised inop 
erative position. 

3. A laundry hanger comprising a horizontal 
ly extending spreader bar for supporting a 
clothesline, a plurality of hanger arms fastened 
to and Suspending said spreader bar from an 
overhead support, said arms comprising hori 
Zontally extending pivot shaft portions of appre 
ciable length and SWing leg portions extending 
transversely of and integral with said horizontal 
leg portions and pivotally connected adjacent 
their free ends to the spreader bar, separate 
Support bracket means on said overhead support 
for each hanger arm, said support, bracket means 
Supporting the pivot, shaft portions of said hang 
er arms at Widely Spaced points therealong and 
in parallel relation for rotation about their re 
Spective axes whereby the spreader bar may 
SWing between a lowered operative position and 
a raised inoperative position, and spring lift 
means for at least one of the hanger arms, said 
Spring lift means comprising a tension coil 
Spring connected at its opposite ends to respec 
tive anchoring means on the hanger arm and 
on the associated support bracket means to an 
chor the opposite ends of the spring on dia 
metrically opposite sides of the rotational axis 
of the hanger arm pivot shaft portion when the 
Spreader baris in its lowered position. 

4. A line hanger as set forth in claim 3 where 
in each of Said hanger arms is provided with the 
Said Spring lift means, and each hanger arm 
and its associated support bracket means are 
respectively provided with a spring post and a 
projecting arm to which the opposite ends of the 
Spring are anchored. 

5. A line hanger comprising a pair of hori 
Zontally extending parallel spreader bars spaced 
apart laterally of each other, a clothesline 
Strung between and interconnecting the two 
Spreader bars, a separate pair of hanger arms 
fastened to and suspending each spreader bar 
from an Overhead support means, said arms corn 
prising one-piece tubular metal members each 
having a horizontal pivot shaft portion of appre 
ciable length extending transversely of the 
Spreader bar and a laterally bent outer end leg 
portion pivotally connected at its free end to 
the spreader bar with the horizontal pivot shaft 
portions of the hanger arms extending toward 
the other Spreader bar at the opposite end of 
the line hanger, said overhead support means 
Comprising a pair of Support brackets for each 
hanger arm rotatably supporting the horizontal 
pivot shaft portions of the hanger arms therein 
at Widely Spaced points therealong, the inner 
most One of each pair of support brackets hav 
ing a stop surface opposed to and engaged by 
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the inner:end of the-associated, hanger.arn to 
limit movement thereof inwardly...of the line 
hanger. toward the opposite end of the latter, 
and spring lift means for each of said hanger 
arms comprising a tension coil Spring extending 
transversely of the horizontal pivot shaft portion 
of the respective hanger. arm and connected at 
its opposite ends to respective anchoring means 
on the hanger arm and on the overhead support 
means at points offset to opposite sides of the 
axis of rotation of the hanger arm when in its 
lowered position. 

EDON KEPP RALSTON. 
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